
Kenneth Alvin's Guitar Craft Level I (Lebanon, NJ, Sept. 2000) Course Diary 
 
September 2, 2000 
 
12.40 CDT 
 
On my way to Lebanon NJ by way of Newark. This is the second leg of the trip; first flight was from Albuquerque 
to Houston, I managed to fit everything into a new backpack/wheelie Carol bought for me, plus my laptop case and, 
of course, the guitar. Hope I didn't forget something... 
Personal aims for GC Level I course: 

• Experience the possibilities afforded by a long-term commitment to music and craft, in order to determine 
the level of my own long-term commitment.  

• Establish a basis for my personal practice (guidance on technique, exercises, approach)  
• Make connections to the GC community for future development, collaborations, etc.  

Summary: We start where we start (a constraint and a gift), but the direction of our development is more malleable. 
I'm excited and a little apprehensive. 
A treat: we're scheduled to arrive approximately 20 minutes early. I was hesitant to book this particular itinerary 
because it was cutting so close to the deadline for arrival in Newark. And given the state of the airlines and on-time 
arrival statistics, well, it seemed iffy. I'm glad that it worked out. 
If there is any hope of producing nuclear fusion on early, my backpack is it. What transmutation results from the 
fusion of cotton? By the way, it struck me while packing last night that practically everything I own, including the 
wheelie backpack, laptop case, and clothes are made by Eddie Bauer. I'm not prepared to draw any conclusions from 
that at this time... 
 
13.25 CDT 
 
"Keeping the Faith" is the in-flight movie; Ben Stiller, Edward Norton, and Jenna Elfman. Near as I can tell (no 
audio), Ben seems to be playing the same character as in "There's Something About Mary": nice guy/goof infatuated 
with tall beautiful blonde from his childhood, rival suitor, lots of pratfalls and sight gags. Probably a smaller gross-
out factor than TSAM. Lunch was a barbecue (couldn't tell what kind of meat), bag of fritos, small chocolate wafer, 
small apple. Its taken for granted that everyone eats meat. Certainly I do, though not on an everyday basis. Our kids 
do not, and would not have appreciated the lunch. I appreciated it only because I felt like I was starving. Given the 
donut on the last flight, my calories_from_fat must be hovering at around 50%, rather than its usual 15%. Ah well, 
the upcoming GC diet should cleanse the system. 
I have an empty seat next to me, a luxury on this crowded flight. A good time to practice doing nothing. 
 
22.40 EDT 
 
Just completed the inaugural meeting of the Level I course. Starting with this afternoon, we still arrived early, and 
with my guitar gate-checked I had no need for baggage claim. However, this is where I was instructed to wait, so I 
did. After no sign of TR for close to an hour, I relented and rang his cell phone. He was looking for me around the 
Northwestern baggage claim, which was proper since I was technically had my ticked through that airline. But my 
flight was actually Continental, so I was off in another terminal. I came over to the Northwest baggage claim via the 
monorail and found TR. We then had over another hour before the other two gentlemen were present and we could 
leave. 
Arrived at the camp around 6:30 pm, phoned home (everything's fine, repetitiously watching the Tigger movie), and 
then found that the upper bunk I had would probably collapse under my or maybe anyone's weight. So off to find a 
bunk board, which was about a quarter mile away. After its retrieval, I quickly changed into shorts and headed off 
for dinner. After dinner and a little review of the course guidelines, I volunteered for kitchen cleanup, which was 
completed about 15 minutes before the meeting. Quick shirt change (it's hot & humid as hell) and off. 
At the meeting, we spent most of the time doing introductions, where we're from, how we came to be here, and our 
aim for the course; first Level I and then Level II. Some really interesting commentaries, which I cannot adequately 
retell. Now to shower and bed. Oh, and the food is good but light...I'm gonna whoosh big time when this is over. 
Good night, Jared and Connor. Sleep tight, love Dad. Good night honey, sleep tight, I love you. 
 
September 3, 2000 



 
15.32 EDT 
 
Level I is underway. This morning following sitting (difficult), breakfast, and cleanup (which was much quicker and 
easier than last evening's dinner cleanup), we met with guitars for the first time. Getting a circle out of 44 different 
ideas of a circle was interesting, the outcome at least better than the beginning. Robert instructed each of us to 
choose one note and then play that note, as appropriate, in what amounted to a group improvisation. There was some 
semblance of form, mostly provided by Robert's note/time keeping. We then spent some considerable time doing 
circulations, which included trying to be aware of what the others around us were playing, and multiple notes 
moving around the circle. Robert then introduced the first primary. We took a break after a strong recommendation 
by Curt to tune. Curt then finished the introduction to the first primary, including left hand awareness, relaxation, 
position, etc. 
 
At lunch the HellBoys introduced us to "Cha Cha with the HellBoys," the title tune from a hopefully upcoming CD. 
Then, impressions from the morning's work and attempts at jokes. 
Called Carol and gave her an experience dump. By this time, she and the boys are off to see "Thomas and the Magic 
Railway." Everything seems to be fine at home. As I was on the phone, a small circle began gathering in the main 
room of the cabin here. After getting off the phone, I got my guitar, tuned, and joined the circle. We tried various 
circulations in C major, a few other chords, our neighbor's note, two notes separated by five people, and our names. 
Eventually ran out of gas. Then this diary update. Tea is coming up at 4 pm, followed by a Level I Alexander 
Technique class. Then the practice of silence, and dinner. After that, only Robert (and probably the other instructors) 
know. 
 
23.10 EDT 
 
Well, we found out. Meeting with guitars at 9:15 pm, two circles, Level II inside. We had generally miserable 
results with circulations in two opposing directions simultaneously. Rather like a matter/antimatter collision. Also 
circulated in "thirds" (skip every other person). Finally went into a chord rhythm exercise which eventually 
culminated in three groups, 11/8, 5/8, and 6/8. Each group also have different chords to play (I can recall the 
fingerings, but don't know what the chords are). We did this three times, so that each group had a chance to do each 
of the parts. On the third go-around, once we got started, Robert and Curt suddenly turned off the lights and left. We 
didn't know they had gone, however; we just knew the lights had been turned off. Presumably for the benefit of 
challenge (that's the charitable view). We continued to play in the dark as a full group for, I would guess, at least 
another 30 minutes. Eventually various Level II folks began to abandon the piece and head off into the night. The 
piece kept going maybe another 10-15 minutes after that. It was a surreal feeling, in the dark with these dissonant, 
pulsating, oddly rhythmic music filling the ballroom and trying, mostly by feel, to keep with the music. I had to 
occasionally stop and listen in order to recapture our part; I also had a hard time with finding the chords in the dark. 
I'm too tired to recap the Alexander class; maybe tomorrow. Night night. 
 
September 4, 2000 
 
13.48 EDT 
 
Day Three. This morning's meeting with Robert and Curt introduced the Second Primary and the general issue of the 
right hand. We started, however, with circulations. Attempts were made, without success, to circulate two notes, in 
opposite directions, one on the downbeat (moving left) and the other on the upbeat (moving right). The usual matter-
antimatter collision happened only once...the other attempts did not make it even that far because of the down-up 
beat confusion. We also attempted doing two in the same direction with the beat enhancement...this met a similar 
dismal fate. Robert then broke for personal meetings, while Curt led the instruction on the Second Primary. This 
involves cross picking and an awareness of the right hand. There are also the matters of hand and wrist position and 
articulation and holding the pick. After focusing awareness on the right hand in a relaxed dropped position and in a 
raised position with basic instructions to the entire group on the pick and hand articulation, we commenced cross 
picking on the open third and fourth string. Then Curt moved around the room stopping with each person to make 
individual hand adjustments and to introduce additional notes to the pattern. We broke after Curt had finished 
addressing each Level I student. Practice until lunch. 



I have an Alexander individual meeting at 3 pm. Curt, Victor, and Fernando are all doing individual meetings this 
afternoon, but, as with the other sign-ups so far, these were filled up before I got a chance. The Alexander 
appointment is the first one I caught in time. I suspect that I can get more out of these individual meetings if I wait a 
bit longer. 
 
More performances at breakfast and lunch. But rather than be the entertainment reporter, it's time to practice. 
 
20.53 EDT 
 
We're facing some sort of chasm, or perhaps only a little divide. Our 6:15 pm meeting with the instructors saw a 
failure in our ability to pull off the crossing down-up beat circulation. After contemplating what to do, where to go, 
RF was offered some trying-to-be-helpful suggestions from Level I...basically along the lines of simplifying it much 
further. RF's response was that he had done and said enough, and that we knew what to do. So he left, as did Curt 
and the other instructors present. So. Having the ballroom to ourselves, we engaged in a sort of evolutionary survival 
approach to finding an approach. Gentle suggestions followed by more emphatic suggestions followed by suggestive 
dictates followed by some assumption of defacto leadership followed by more attempts followed by some 
abandoning of said leadership. With three less people, we had an even number in the circle, which made things 
tremendously easier. We eventually pulled off the desired circulation (at least for a short time) under the simplified 
conditions. And we broke for dinner. 
 
Which was an interesting continuation of the group dynamics. After eating and some performances, Robert asked 
for comments on the day's work. Immediate responses related to the later Level I meeting. More later, we now have 
a 9:15 pm Level I meeting without instructors. 
 
September 8, 2000 
 
16.15 CDT over Texas (and on over the next few days) 
 
I never got back to the diary; I know others were more diligent in keeping an ongoing account that I was. The 
purpose of the rest of this entry is to re-cap, as best I can, the remainder of the course...beginning where I left off on 
Monday evening. 
 
At dinner Monday, some of the Level I felt that progress had been made on the crossing down-up beat circulation 
after Robert left. When asked what the Level I wanted to do that evening, one person stated that we needed to work 
on ourselves. There was not necessarily a consensus on this among the individuals in Level I, but Robert responded 
to that answer by accepting that the Level I would work by themselves that evening. 
 
At the 9:15 meeting, we started where we had left off before dinner. After some work we completed the circulation 
in a technical sense. Curt, Bill, and Victor showed up to monitor what was going on. There was a sense of elation 
that we'd managed to accomplish, at least in part, the circulation. But there was also the uneasy sense that we'd 
pushed away the instructors and that we needed them back to make further progress. The group then formally asked 
Curt to step in and instruct us further. He agreed. To the best of my recollection, we then worked on really listening 
and feeling what was happening with the music around us, as opposed to simply following our own rote internal 
counting. I don't recall the various exercises we attempted, but I do remember that the evening concluded with some 
very limited success at circulating in the dark with the up-down beat. I had the sense of progress, both in terms of 
our working as a group and in terms of my individual listening/awareness capacity in the circle. 
 
Tuesday's sitting was still difficult for me, again because of sitting cross-legged on the floor. My left leg falls asleep 
at around 15 minutes into the sitting, and dreading its onset and dealing with it when it happens becomes a great 
distraction. I decide at the end of the sitting to use a chair the next day. 
 
Tuesday at breakfast the Level I express their desire for Robert to again instruct us at our morning meeting. He 
agrees. We meet at around 10.00 with guitars in the ballroom. We do circulations with counts of fives and sevens. 
While we'd made some progress (I think) the previous evening, this twist again throws off the group and we 
flounder a bit before Robert abandons the exercise and Curt takes over to present the third primary. After some 
group effort, Curt calls an end to the meeting and recommends that we work individually for the remainder of time 



before lunch (approx. 40-50 minutes). Further, he recommends that we set as a goal to practice intently for a set 
amount of time, be it 1, 5, 10 minutes or more. If we lose awareness of the practice, begin again. The understanding 
of how long we can practice is an important part of developing a basis for our personal practice. My own experience 
is disjointed as I have a meeting with Victor right in the middle of this practice period. He is extraordinarily kind 
and insightful. We discuss my aims briefly, and problems with my left hand in the third primary, He makes some 
helpful suggestions related to the use of, and variations on, the first primary. 
 
On Tuesday afternoon I had a short individual Alexander meeting with Frank in which he introduced the chair 
exercise (bending over, slowly stretching each vertebrae). I had also scheduled a rhythm meeting with Bill R., but I 
cancelled this after it was announced that Victor would lead a Level I rhythm meeting beginning at the same time. 
This was enormously revealing to me. As we marched in 4 and tapped our hands against our chests in sixteenths, I 
became aware that my sense of rhythm was, at best, abysmal. Yet another thing to add to a list of personal work. 
Just as the rhythm meeting ended, we had a group Alexander meeting. Then, just after that meeting concluded, 
another Level I with guitars with Robert. More attempts at 5-7 circulations. Then, he partitioned the circle into 
sections, each of which had (as I recall) either chords, alternating notes, or a "bass line". This was the time of the 
infamous >20 downbeats. That is, there was no sense whatsoever of group meter, and, according to Robert, more 
that 20 different downbeats occurring at different places around the circle. He was, as far as I could sense, 
dumbfounded. 
  
At dinner, silence visited numerous times. It was very powerful; in fact, it wouldn't be denied. I had the sense that, 
after the just concluded chaos of the Level I coming on the heels of the previous night's struggles, we needed a burst 
of something to change the dynamics of our work. The silence came for us and somehow cleansed, energized, and 
opened new possibilities. After dinner, commentary. Robert thought that, based on the positive impressions that the 
Level I had of their work the previous evening, and the chaotic meeting just before dinner, that he should get out of 
the way and let us work again on our own. There were protests...in general I think Level I had many mixed feelings 
about abandoning the instructors previously and did not want to go down that path further. And in addition, Curt's 
instruction the previous evening was significant for the group. One significant comment was that we should go in 
there and "just nail it". But were we prepared to stay there, until the sitting at 7:30 if necessary, in order to nail it? 
There was no consensus on this, but clearly there were individuals who were prepared to pull an allnighter. Robert 
then passed the baton to Fernando: he would instruct us in the evening meeting. It was noted that this delegation was 
an important part of Robert's role in the third phase of Guitar Craft. There was still concern about what our aim 
would be for the evening's work, what we could accomplish as a group, as so forth. Robert agreed then to begin with 
us in order to help us understand what was possible. Dinner cleanup was quiet and powerful. 
 
I felt like tension, in both a positive and negative sense, was at a high point in this evening meeting. Building on all 
of our previous group work, we had various successes with circulations in opposing directions, both with up-down 
beats and in 5-7. At some point, maybe an hour into the meeting, Robert left us to Fernando. We were still 
struggling with the 5-7 circulations; success depended mainly on each of us maintaining our inner clock and playing 
to it, without regard to mistakes occurring as the note approached us. At a further point after successfully 
maintaining the 5-7 circulation around the circle for perhaps 3-5 minutes, there was a feeling of completion for part 
of the group. Another part, myself included, did not think we'd gotten to the point of completion for the evening. 
Floating in the air was the commitment, among some of the Level I, to stay there until dawn if necessary. For my 
part, I was exhilarated by the challenge and felt we could do it as a group and was prepared to stay there until we 
did. Curt asked us if we had done it; we did not know. What we'd accomplished had depended so much on our 
individual attention to internal timekeeping that few, if any, of the group was really listening to the group work. 
At least one person was ready to declare victory and go into that good night. The general consensus seemed to be: 
keep working. But we needed a break. Following 5-10 minutes, we re-convened and Victor lead us in 
stretching/relaxation, which help to rejuvenate the group for a time. I cannot remember exactly what we did after 
that, but it culminated in a new group of people ready to finish for the evening. I said to the group that I was 
prepared to continue working if others were interested. The evening concluded without a conclusion...more that half 
of the Level I put away their guitars as we broke up in a messy way. Victor and Bill alerted us to the fact that 
something had just happened that was important and that we might not have been aware of it. With some prodding, 
Victor offered that the end of the meeting was chaotic and might have long repercussions for the group including 
feelings of resentment, guilt, etc. There was no clear aim and no acknowledgement of completion, definition of 
sufficiency, etc. From my own perspective, considered later, the only thing we had to some extent agreed upon was 
the commitment to persevere, even through to the morning if necessary. So, some remained to begin a small (8) 



circle standing in the center of the room; others lingered to see what would happen, then quietly departed. I was one 
of the eight who circulated for about 10 minutes. I then gave my place in the circle to another person who was 
waiting to join in the work. I put away my guitar and went back to the cabin at 00.50. 
 
Victor's comment hit me pretty deeply. I felt personally responsible, in part, for the group break up that evening and 
began to see my own earnest participation in the group as having some negative overtones. I could not undo what 
had been done, but I took on an additional aim to closely examine my actions in terms of their potential to disrupt 
the group. 
 
Wednesday morning I had a very good and powerful sitting (using a chair), and with what I felt I had learned from 
the previous night's work and my additional aim, I had a sense of peace. Our morning meeting with Robert seemed a 
letdown after the successes of the previous evening. Perhaps this was a repercussion of the previous night's lack of 
closure. We finally were presented with, and accepted, the option of working within smaller groups to accomplish 
some aim(s) which were elusive to the full group. I joined with five others in a small circle outside in the shade. We 
declared our aim was to work on playing in 5/8 and 7/8. We began with some interesting circulation ideas. One 
involved the entire circle playing the down beat (which created a chord progressing in time as some altered their 
chosen note) while circulating the upbeat around the circle. We then tried thrakking in unison at 5/8, switching to 
7/8 after 7 measures, back to 5/8 after 5 measures, and so forth. We worked in this way until lunch, with members 
leaving and returning at various points due to individual meetings with instructors. 
 
At lunch, the question of Level I's aim arose again. The deafening lack of consensus persuaded Frank S. to present 
the Level I with a challenge which they could accept or reject. To support the Level II's performance challenge by 
taking on kitchen and cabin duty, including cooking and cleaning up for dinner that evening and breakfast the next 
day. The clear challenge was accepted by the team (in general, at least). I first joined Terry in bathroom cleanup, 
then volunteered to join the team cooking dinner, and stayed on through cleanup. I did the salad and salad dressing, 
improvising on a partially-remembered recipe for balsamic vinaigrette. I tried to call Carol to get the correct recipe, 
but they're not home. It turned out looking almost exactly the same as the peanut sauce for the tofu and veggies. This 
necessitated an announcement at dinner to distinguish the two sauces. After cleanup, the Level I kitchen team circled 
for a short sitting and then, as a team, joined the rest of Level I for a group meeting without guitars with Robert. As 
this was happening, Level II were leaving for Miller's Tavern and their performance work. 
 
Our meeting with Robert was quiet and powerful. He introduced the Practice of Doing Nothing to the group for the 
benefit of all and particularly for those without a previous sitting/meditation practice. There were also comments on 
the group's work, and Robert, under fairly intense prodding, presented his answers to the four questions posed to 
each of the course participants at the inaugural meeting. Silence visited at the conclusion of the meeting. As I left, I 
felt drawn to return to the ballroom with guitar. I did so and worked by myself briefly on the primaries. Members of 
the New Jersey Circle were gathering at that time, and I was invited to join them. I thanked them for the offer, but 
decided instead to offer them my quiet and restraint and my space within the room. I put away my guitar and headed 
back to the cabin. Called Carol. I had been calling every day and it got harder each day to communicate what was 
going on here at the course. Bedtime this night with Connor was going very badly, and she was trying to ask me if 
I'd gotten the message she left for me. No. One of the managers back at work was trying to get a hold of a file I had 
for an off-site meeting the next day. The file was on my laptop, which was with me in NJ. There was no way to 
connect to send it to them. The stress of the week dealing with the boys without me was showing in Carol's voice. 
We cut the call short because of Connor. I carried my guitar back towards our room, feeling guilty for being away, 
frustrated with the people at work (who knew of the upcoming meeting and that I'd be gone and that the file was 
available to them before I left but no one asked for it) and, for a time, distant from the course. 
 
Back at the cabin, I found the Level I quiet but energized by the meeting, and waiting for the Level II to return. They 
wanted to show their support to Level II and to be there when they returned. As the time approached, we walked 
down the road to in front of the ballroom, where the bus was expected to stop. A few of the Level I's had guitars. 
When the bus arrived, and the Level II team filed out silently, some of the Level I applauded. It felt wrong to me...I 
just wanted the applause to stop and the Level I to respect the silence of the Level II as they moved to their sitting 
and the conclusion of their work. I began to regret being out there, although the intention had been good. Then the 
Level II invited those of us outside to join them for their sitting. We filed in and took our places in silence. Again I 
had a sense of wrongness as some of the Level I joined the circle with the Level II. It seemed intrusive, like trying to 
capture some of their accomplishment and energy away. The rest of Level I formed a loose second circle around the 



Level II circle. We invited silence to join us for a time, after which the Level II began to leave. I could not shake an 
uneasy feeling that we had deflated the energy of the Level II by an overenthusiastic and intrusive response on their 
return. I showered and went to bed quietly. 
 
Thursday morning sitting was good; I found Robert's guided sitting at the Wednesday evening meeting helpful. I 
was feeling apprehensive at breakfast; partly relieved that I would apparently not be presented with a performance 
challenge, but disappointed that perhaps this reflected on the group ability to work with intention and commitment. I 
was first relieved to hear positive comments from Level II regarding their return the previous evening and the 
support of the Level I. My sense of unease was maybe just my own; the comments indicated that they received 
Level I's reception in a positive and appreciative way. Then Robert announced that we did, in fact, have a 
"performance" challenge. It was to be the Application of Quality. Take a small thing and do it extremely well. There 
is much more depth to the exercise than that. 
  
My personal meeting with Robert came at 10.20. We discussed the challenge of following through on group work 
after the conclusion of the course. Being "marooned" in Albuquerque with no known Crafties around, I was curious 
for ideas on what to do for that aspect of practice. Robert's answer: Travel often. Find a circle which works for you 
and travel there as often as possible. Or try to attract other to join you. I then asked for a right hand critique and 
adjustment; I was also rewarded with a new pick. 
 
I then moved on to the day's work: the Application of Quality. My choice was too ambitious, as it turned out. I 
wanted to snap my fingers, left hand in 5/8, right hand in 7/8, for 70 beats. I charted out the interleaving patterns and 
practiced each of the five 7-beat measures. By mid afternoon, I had a sense that I did not have time to do this with 
quality. But I also was unsure about the repercussions of dropping back to a simpler task: would I have a sense of 
failure? would I have enough time to address quality in even that simple thing? I decided to stick with my original 
task, to focus on my attention and awareness (the limiting factor in my ability). I also felt like my music practice 
would benefit from seeing the rhythm exercise through to completion. 
 
Once in the circle for our performances, I rushed to present my work out of my nervousness. I rushed through the 
piece, losing confident control over time almost immediately but nearly completing the piece before making a 
serious mistake. Robert did not ask me to repeat it, however. After all those who wanted to present their work had 
had a chance, Robert gave opportunities for anyone to make a second try. I and a few others volunteered. My second 
attempt was better than the first but still without much quality; I again lost a confident sense of time early on, but 
this time made no obvious mistake. But I'm sure that tenuous hold on the piece carried through to the audience. 
 
At dinner Robert gave his assessment of the Level I performance: the task had "eluded" us. This was honest and fair. 
I remembered the point during breakfast where he presented the challenge; I immediately began thinking of what I 
might do and only listened with half an ear (or less) to his instructions. I knew before the performance that I'd taken 
on a task that I could barely do alone, much less with audience. In the end, I felt at least a little wiser about the 
application of quality, and I felt that my day of work had been valuable in many ways and had improved my feel for 
rhythm. I again helped with kitchen cleanup. 
 
Our closing meeting began Thursday evening at, I think, 9.15 pm. Comments were offered on the week's work, the 
power of silence, and other issues. Then Robert presented a surprise: before ending the course, the Level II would 
return to Miller's Tavern for another performance and the Level I were invited to attend. He cautioned the Level I 
that there was a danger in blowing the energy built up through the course with careless behavior at the performance. 
We then adjourned to prepare to leave. I returned to the cabin to get my money for the bus ride. I had a return of the 
feeling from the previous night...that we would blow it for ourselves and Level II by being insensitive to the 
moment. But I decided to go, believing that it would be blown for me whether or not I was there, and that I could 
help to counteract some of the potentially disruptive behavior by my own behavior. I think its fair to say I was 
feeling self-righteous about my behavior relative to some others in Level I. But I was also simply responding to 
what felt appropriate and inappropriate to me. 
 
I came back out to the front of the Ballroom and spoke for a little while to Rob, one of the Kitchen Team. I spoke of 
my feelings about going, being apprehensive but feeling like it would be blown for me whether or not I was 
physically there at the Tavern. He said he was not going to the performance, that he needed to stay there within the 
course because there was still too much time left. Plus they had to move the kitchen from the dining hall up to a 



smaller kitchen off the ballroom, to make room for the arriving Christian Bikers. I then asked him if they needed 
help? Yes, indeed. So I chose to stay at the camp and help move the kitchen. Another Level I standing with us 
decided the same thing. Somehow, it just felt like a better way to come to a conclusion for me. So after a few 
minutes we headed down to the kitchen, as the rest of the Level I & II gathered for their bus ride. 
 
We worked for awhile, packing boxes in the pantry. Then we (three Level Is) went up to the Fairmont kitchen to 
start cleaning it up in preparation for the arrival of food and cooking gear from the big kitchen. Yuck. It didn't look 
like it had been used and clean for some time. There was also evidence of mice. We took everything off the shelves, 
washed all the pots, pans, trays, etc., and fired up the dishwasher for the other stuff. We had just finished washing 
things and we preparing to sweep and mop when everyone returned from the Tavern. There was a good feeling in 
the air. The returning horde formed an 80 person line from the old kitchen up the hill to the new kitchen and all the 
boxes were moved in about 20 minutes. Then we re-entered the ballroom for the conclusion of the meeting. There 
was so much positive energy in the air, very funny comments on the performance and non-GC audience at the 
Tavern. Robert declared the course finished for some, concluded for many, and completed for some others. We 
quietly returned to the cabins, although the meeting's energy kept people up and buzzing for quite some time before 
finally getting to sleep. 
 
Returned to the ballroom Friday morning for the sitting, then helped set up tables for breakfast which began about 
15 minutes later than usual. I had my belongings mostly organized, so I returned to Fairmont later to record names 
of the course participants in my notebook, and some other posted materials. Then back to the cabin and out to catch 
my ride to the airport with Jonathan B. What a strange feeling to be amongst so many strangers after this insular 
week. I felt incredibly detached from the surrounding crowds after being dropped off at Newark Terminal C. I found 
a pay phone a called Carol to give her flight information and to let her know I was on the way. Then a latte and 
scone to carry me through the possibilities of lunch on the flight to Houston. At Houston I look for gifts for Carol 
and the kids, but it's an airport mall, after all, and everything was inauthentic and expensive. 
 
Throughout this travel day the course continued to resonate for me. I was seeing the faces of Crafties throughout the 
crowds in Newark and Houston. As if to say: help is available, we are still here around you, you are not alone. Then 
on the flight from Newark to Houston, our captain is celebrating his final flight before retirement. A short 
resume/history of his career is distributed to the passengers, a two water cannon salute from the airport fire engines 
as we taxi away from the gate, cake and champagne and free head sets during the flight, and another water cannon 
salute in Houston after landing. His family joined him for the flight. The benevolence of this farewell seemed 
connected to the same energy fueling the benevolence we touched through Guitar Craft. Then, after landing in 
Albuquerque I find myself outside the plane in the jetway waiting for my guitar, which had been gate-checked. 
Another man is waiting with me; he is getting very angry because there is no sign of handlers getting the gate-
checked items. He is waiting for a stroller, I think, and has other carry-on bags strewn across the floor. He begins 
verbally assaulting one of the flight attendants because of the delay and then begins pounding on and trying to open 
the door leading outside to where the handlers work. He is gently told that opening that door is a federal offense...he 
just keeps trying and pounding. He then disappears back into the plane. I look down at one of his pieces of baggage, 
which is monogrammed. The name: Looney. There is also a handle tag which states: "Jesus loves me. A member of 
the ??? Presbyterian Church of ???, Texas". Just then, as I'm acutely aware of my left foot, my guitar is brought up 
and I leave to rendezvous with Carol and the kids. We retrieve my checked bag and head towards home. 
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